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ABSTRACT 
Four equivalent conditions for a convex cone in a Euclidean space to be an F,-set 
are given. Our result answers in the negative a recent open problem posed by Tam 
[5], characterizes the barrier cone of a convex set, and also provides an alternative 
proof for the known characterizations of the inner aperture of a convex set as given by 
BrBnsted [2] and Larman [3]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a Euclidean space and C be a nonempty convex set in V. For 
each y E C, the cone of C at y, denoted by cone(y, C), is the cone 
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{ a(r - Y) : o > 0 and x E C} (informally called a point’s cone). On 23 
August 1983, at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Warsaw, in 
a short communication session, the second author presented the paper [5] and 
posed the following open question: Is it true that, given any cone K in V, 
there always exists a compact convex set C whose point’s cone at some given 
point y is equal to K? In view of the relation cone(y, C) = cone(0, C - { y }), 
the given point y may be taken to be the origin of the space. In this paper 
the above question will be answered in the negative. We shall prove that a 
condition equivalent to the existence of the required compact convex set is 
that K is an F,-set. It turns out that the same condition is also necessary and 
sufficient for K to be the barrier cone of some nonempty convex set. As is 
known, the inner aperture of a convex set C is obtainable from the barrier 
cone of C by applying a certain modified polar operation (see [2]). So our 
result also provides an alternative proof of the known characterization of the 
inner aperture of a convex set as given in [2] and [3]. 
In [6] Waksman and Epelman have classified the points of a finite 
dimensional convex set into four types. Their classification is based on a 
function specially defined on a convex set as well as on the concept of the 
point’s cone of the set. It was shown that if K is a cone such that there exists 
a compact convex set C containing the origin 0 as a second type point of C 
and satisfying K = cone(0, C), then K is closed and nonpolyhedral. In the 
last part of our paper we shall show that the converse is also true. 
By a cone we mean a nonempty (convex) set which is closed under taking 
nonnegative linear combinations. However, we shall also call K an “open 
cone” if K is a nonempty open set such that K U (0) is a cone in the above 
sense. 
2. A FUNCTION ASSOCIATED WITH THE POINT’S CONE OF A 
CONVEX SET 
Let C be a bounded convex set in V which contains the origin 0, and 
denote cone(0, C) by K. Let S be the unit sphere in V. For each vector 
1c E K n S, denote by h(x) the length of the line segment C n {ax: a > O}. 
Then we have a positive function h defined on K n S. (In fact, h is the 
restriction of the gauge function of C to K n S. Also, if (*(: is the function 
associated with C as defined in [6], then ~~(0) = inf h(x), where the infimum 
is taken over all x E K n S.) 
Now suppose that C is closed, and let (x,,),, ~ h’ be a sequence of vectors 
in K n S converging to a vector x lying outside K n S. We contend that then 
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the positive sequence (h(x,)), EN converges to zero. Otherwise, replacing 
(h(x,)),E, by a suitable subsequence, we may assume that each h(r,) 
exceeds some fixed positive number (Y. But then (LXX,), EN is a sequence in 
the closed set C converging to LYX, which contradicts the assumption x P K. 
Our contention is proved. We can, in fact, prove that the existence of a 
positive function h on K n S with the above property guarantees the 
existence of a compact convex set whose point’s cone at the origin is K. But 
we first prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a nonempty subset of a metric space E. Then 
A is a countable union of closed sets in E, i.e. an F,-set, if and only if there 
exists a positive (bounded) function h on A with the following property: if 
(X,),EN is a sequence in A which converges to sOme point of E lying outside 
A, then the sequence (h( x”)), E N converges to zero. 
Proof. “If” part: Suppose that h is a positive function with the given 
property. For each natural number k, denote by A, the set {x E A: h(x) > 
l/k }. Then, by the property of h, A, has no accumulation point in the 
complement of A. In other words, for each x E E \ A, there exists a 
neighborhood N(x, k) of x such that N(x, k) is disjoint from A,. Hence, A, 
is contained in the closed set E \lJ x E E, AiV(x, k), which we denote by F,. 
Note that l_lF= lFk c A, as each Fk is contained in A. But f is a positive 
function, so we also have A=U~=‘=,A,~U~=‘_,F,. Thus, A=UrZrFk and A 
is an F,-set. 
“Only if” part: Suppose that A is an F,,-set. If A is closed, then any 
positive function on A clearly has the required property. So we may assume 
that there exists a strictly increasing sequence ( Fk)k E ,\, of nonempty closed 
sets in E whose union is A. Let h be the positive function on A defined by: 
h[F,]= (1) and h[F,\U:I,‘F,]={l/k} for k>2. To show that the 
function h has the required property, let (x,), c N be a sequence in A 
converging to a point r P A. Note that there does not exist a natural number 
k such that the set Uf=,F, contains infinitely many terms of (x,,),,~?~; for 
then, these terms would form a convergent subsequence of (x.),,~~ in the 
closed subset U~=,F, of A, and hence x would belong to A. Consequently, 
for each natural number k, all except a finite number of x,, satisfy (0 < ) 
h(x,) < l/k. Therefore, lim h(x,) = 0. n 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K be a cone in V. Then there exists a compact 
convex set C, containing the origin 0 such that cone(0, C) = K if and only if 
K is an F,-set in V. 
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Proof. As before, we denote by S the unit sphere in V. First note that, 
for any subset Q of S, Q is closed (in S) if and only if the set { (YX: (Y > 0, 
x E Q } is closed in V. It follows that K is an F,-set in V if and only if K n S is 
an F,-set (in S). 
“Only if” part: Suppose that there exists a compact convex set C 
containing 0 such that cone(0, C) = K. Then, as we have shown at the 
beginning of Section 2, there exists a positive function h on K n S with the 
following property: if (x “), E N is a sequence in K CT S converging to some 
point outside K n S, then the sequence (h(x,)), E N converges to zero. By 
Proposition 2.1 this implies that K ~7 S is an F,-set, and hence so is K. 
“If” part: Suppose that K is F,. Then K n S is also F,,, and there exists a 
sequence of closed sets (F,), E N whose union is K n S. For each natural 
number k, denote by A, the set {ox: x E Fk and 0 < o < l/k}. Note that 
each vector in A, is of length not exceeding l/k. Also it is easily seen that 
A, is closed, as Fk is closed. We contend that Ur=‘=,A, is a compact set. The 
boundedness of Up=‘=,A, is obvious. To verify the closedness property, let 
(X,),EN be a sequence in UrclAL converging to a point x. We need to show 
that x E Up=“=,A,. As each A, is closed, we easily dispense with the case 
when there is an A, containing infinitely many terms of (x,,)~~~~~. Thus we 
may assume that each A, contains at most a finite number of x,. Then, for 
each natural number k, all but a finite number of x, satisfy x E UpOZk+ iAi or 
l]~~lj < l/(k +l). Hence, x=limx,=O and x~Up=iA~. Now let C= 
conv(Up= ,A,). Being the convex hull of a finite dimensional compact set, C 
is compact. The verification of K = cone(0, C) is easy and we leave it to the 
reader. n 
REMARK 2.3. Let K be a cone in V. Then each of the following sets is an 
F,-set if and only if the remaining sets also are: K, K n S, rbd K n K, rbd K n 
K n S. 
We can now readily show that the cone K, mentioned in Example 6.1 of 
Tam [5] provides a negative answer to the first open problem of [5]. Recall 
that K, = {(El, t2, &) E R3 : (6: + .$?j)‘/’ < t3} U { o(cos27r& sin 2nE, 1) : 
cr > 0 and E is an irrational in (0, l)}. Note that JK, n K, n S = 
{(cos27r[,sin27r,$, 1): 6 is an irrational in [0, l)} is not an F,,-set. So by 
Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 the required compact convex set C does not 
exist. 
Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 of [5] also follow easily as corollaries. To 
complete our results we shall also prove 
PROPOSITION 2.4. lf K is an F,-cone in V, then there exists a nondecreas- 
ing sequence ( K i )i E N of closed cones whose union is K. 
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Proof. By a standard compactness argument, we can establish the 
following 
LEMMA. If Q is a ckxed set in the unit sphere S such that cone(Q) (the 
cone generated by Q) is pointed, i.e. cone(Q)n( - cone(Q)) = {0}, then 
cone(Q) is closed. 
Let L=Kn(-K)(thelinealityspaceof K).Then K=L+(KnLl), 
where K n Ll is a pointed cone. Since K is F, and L' is closed, K n L' is 
also F,. Thus K n L' n S is F,, and there exists a nondecreasing sequence 
(Qi)iEN of closed sets in S whose union is K n Ll n S. Note that, for each i, 
cone(Qi) is contained in the pointed cone K n L' , and so is closed by the 
above lemma. Hence (cone( Qi )) i E ,,, is a nondecreasing sequence of closed 
cones whose union is K n L’. It follows readily that (cone(Qi) + L)i E N is a 
nondecreasing sequence of closed cones whose union is K. n 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE BARRIER CONE AND THE 
INNER APERTURE OF A CONVEX SET 
Recall that for a nonempty convex set C in V, the barrier cone of C is the 
set B(C)= {yEV:sup,,Jx,y) < 00 }, where ( , ) denotes the inner prod- 
uct in V, and the inner aperture of C is the set 
P(C)= {yEV:vXEV3A>O:x+XyEC}. 
For any set A in V, we let 
and 
We shall prove the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K be a cone in V. Then there exists a compact 
convex set C containing 0 such that cone(0, C) = K if and only if K is the 
barrier cone of some rwnernpty convex set. 
We need the following preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any nonempty convex set C in V, B(C) = cone(0, C”). 
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Proof. Straightforward verification. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a cone in V. Then there exists a compact convex 
set C containing 0 such that cone(0, C) = K if and only if K is the barrier 
cone of some convex set which contains 0 as an interior point. 
Proof. “If” part: Suppose that K = cone(0, C) where C is a compact 
convex set containing 0. Then C = Coo (see [4, Theorem 14.51) and by 
Lemma 3.2, we have K = cone(O,C) = cone(0, Coo) = R(C”). As C is 
bounded, by Corollary 14.5.1 of [4], 0 E int C”. So our result follows. 
“Only if” part: Suppose that K = B(Q) where Q is a convex set which 
contains 0 as an interior point. By Corollary 14.5.1 of [4] again, Q0 is a 
compact convex set (containing 0), and by Lemma 3.2, cone(0, Q”) = 
B(Q) = K. W 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. “Only if” part: Follows from Lemma 3.3. 
“If” part: Suppose that K = B(C) where C is a nonempty convex set. 
Since the barrier cone of a convex set is invarjant under translation, we _may 
assume that 0 E relint C. Note that B(C) = B(C) + (span C) I, where B(C) 
denotes the barrier cone of C in the linear span of C. By Lemma 3.3 there 
exists a compact convex set Qi containing 0 in spanC such that cone(0, Qi) 
= B(C). Denote the closed unit ball of (span C) ’ by Q2, and let Q = 
conv(Q, U Qa). Then Q is a compact convex set containing 0, and by 
Proposition 5.1 of [5], we have cone(0, Q) = cone(0, Qi) + cone(0, Qa) = 
B(C)+(spanC)’ = B(C)= K. n 
We can now state the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 3.4. The following are equivalent conditions on a cone K in V: 
(i) i%ere exists a compact convex set C containing 0 such that cone(0, C) 
= K. 
(ii) K is an &-set. 
(iii) The*e exists a nondecreasing sequence ( K,)i E ,V of closed cones 
whose union is K. 
(iv) K is the barrier cone of some nonempty convex set. 
(v) K is the effective domain of a closed proper convex function which is 
positively homogeneous. 
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Proof The equivalences of (i)-(iv) follow from the preceding proposi- 
tions. The equivalence of (iv) and (v) follows from Theorem 13.2 of [4] and 
the fact that the effective domain of the support function of a nonempty 
convex set C is the barrier cone of C. n 
REMARK 3.5. A short proof of (i) 3 (v) of Theorem 3.4 can be given as 
follows: If C is a compact convex set satisfying (i), then the gauge function j, 
of C is a closed, proper, positively homogeneous convex function whose 
effective domain is K (see Theorem 3.8.4 of Aubin [l]). 
REMARK 3.6. It may be observed that the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 3 in Bransted [2] implicitly implies that if K is the barrier cone 
of some convex set with nonempty inner aperture, then condition (iii) of 
Theorem 3.4 holds. The implication (iv) * (iii) of our theorem strengthens 
this observation. 
In [2, Theorem 11 Brensted proved that if C is a nonempty convex set 
then P(C) = B(C)‘. Our theorem, together with this result, can also be used 
to deduce Theorem 3 (and hence Theorem 2) of [2]. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let K be a rwnempty set in V which is closed under 
vector addition and multiplication by positive scalars. Then K is the inner 
aperture of some nonempty convex set if and only if there exists a (nonin- 
creasing ) sequence ( Di ) i E N of open cones such that K = fly= 1 Di. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Suppose that K = P(C) where C is a nonempty 
convex set. Then K = P(C) = B(C)“. By Theorem 3.4 there exists a nonde- 
creasing sequence ( Qi)i E N 
ther, (Upo,lQi)A = rl:Qh, 
of closed cones such that B(C) = UEiQi. Fur- 
and by Proposition (f) of [2], for each i, QiA = 
int Q,e and is nonempty, as QiA 2 B(C)’ = K z 0. Thus K is the intersection 
of a sequence of open cones. 
“If” part: Suppose that K = fl~zo,lDi where (Di)i E N is a sequence of 
open cones. Then by Proposition (e) of [2], 0: U (0) = Do and hence is a 
closed cone. Also by Proposition (f) of [2], (0” U {O})A = (Do)’ = int 0” = 
int(c1 Di) = Di, where in the last and the last but one equalities we have 
made use of Corollary 6.3.1 and Theorem 14.5 of [4] respectively. Thus 
K = f&Di = fJ;i(D: U {CI})~ = (ug=,(D; U {O})>A. NOW ug&I; U (0)) 
is the union of a nondecreasing sequence of closed cones, and so by Theorem 
3.4, there exists a nonempty convex set C such that U~==,D” U (0) = B(C). 
Hence K = B(C)A = P(C) as required. n 
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4. POINTS OF THE SECOND TYPE OF A COMPACT CONVEX SET 
Let C be a (bounded) convex set in V containing 0, and let K = cone(0, C). 
Let h be the positive function on K n S as defined in Section 2. Following 
the classification given in Waksman and Epelman [6], we call 0 a second type 
point of C if K is closed and inf, E K n s h(x) = 0. We shall prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a closed cone in V. Then there exists a compact 
convex set C such that cone(0, C) = K and 0 is a second type point of C if 
and only if K is nonpolyhedral. 
Proof. “Only if” part: See Section 11 of [6]. 
“If” part: We first assume that the nonpolyhedral cone K is pointed. 
Then, as a closed pointed cone, K is generated by its extreme vectors. Since 
K is nonpolyhedral, we can construct a sequence ( ui)i E N of distinct extreme 
vectors of K of unit length converging to some vector y of K n S such that 
ui # y for each i. Choose any vector z of K n S different from y, and denote 
IIx - YII by d. Let Qr = { cyx:O<adlandrEKnSsuchthat 11x-yll>d} 
U{~y:O<~<l},andfork>,2,let Q,={(~~:0~(~~l/kand xEKnS 
such that d/k G ] I x - y I I < d /( k - 1)). (The choice of d ensures that each 
Qk is nonempty.) We contend that the set UFEIQk is compact. Note that, for 
each k, vectors in Qk are of length not exceeding l/k. So the boundedness of 
UpGrQk is obvious. To establish the closedness property, let (w~)~ EN be a 
sequence in Up=iQk converging to some point w. We may assume that 
w z 0. Then, necessarily, there exists a positive integer p such that ( w~)~ E A: 
c UfCzlQk; thus infinitely many terms of (w~)~ l ,,, are contained in Q,. for 
some 1~ r < p. Replacing ( w;)~ E N by a suitable subsequence, we may 
assume that each wi belongs to Qr. Let us consider the case when r > 2; the 
case when T = 1 can be treated similarly. Then d/r Q 11 wi / 11 will - y II< d/ 
(r - 1) for all i. But the sequence (w~/]]w~]()~~~ converges to w/]]w]] E K 
n S, as d/r G 11 w/llwll - yI[ G d/(r - 1). On the other hand, ]lwil] G l/r 
for each i and lim wi = w imply that ]]w]] < l/r. Thus w E Q, U Qr_ 1 c 
Up= IQk as required. So we have shown that the set UT= IQx is compact. Now 
let C = conv( Ur=iQk). Then C is a compact convex set containing 0 such 
that cone(0, C) = K. Further, it is clear that for each i, by the extremeness 
property of ui, we have, h(ui) = II{ (YU(: (Y 2 0} n Cl1 = II{ (YU~: (Y a 0} n 
U~zlQkII. In view of lim]]ui - y]] = 0, ui Z y for each i, and our construction 
of the sets Qk, we have limi,,]]{aui: a>, O}nU~zO=,QkII = 0. Thus 
inf * E K n s h(x) = 0. Together with the closedness of K, this implies that 0 is a 
second type point of C. 
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To complete the proof, consider the case when K is a closed nonpoly- 
hedral cone, which is not pointed. Let L be the lineality space of K. Then 
K = L + (K n L 1 ), where K n L' is a closed, pointed, nonpolyhedral cone. 
By the first part of our proof, there exists a compact convex set M such that 
cone(0, M) = K n Ll and 0 is a second type point of M. Now, let C = M + 
{ x E L : IJxIl< l}. Then C is a compact convex set with the required proper- 
ties. n 
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